GOOD CLEAN FUN
Saturday, September 10; 10 am – 4 pm
A special day for visitors who are immune compromised.

Joslyn Art Museum’s ART WORKS: A Place for Curiosity includes nine hands-on activity stations that invite you to explore, imagine, and play in an artful way!

**After an end-of summer deep cleaning, ART WORKS will re-open first, and exclusively, for visitors who are immune compromised to experience the space in the most clean and safe environment possible.**

Stop by on September 10 and discover the Spectrum Sculpture, Animation Station, and Techno Canvas. Create something at the Portrait Gallery, Observation Studio, and Vase Space. Or stay busy at the Pattern Place, Curiosity Corner, and Creativity Table. There’s something for everyone to enjoy!

Drop in; no reservations required. Questions? Please contact Joslyn’s Youth & Families Program Manager at tsimons@joslyn.org or (402) 661-3860.